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A â€œColdâ€• LSAT diagnostic exam is just a simulated LSAT test that you take to see where you are before
starting your LSAT prep. To do this, you use a real, official LSAT test published by LSAC, the makers of the
LSAT test.
Taking A "Cold" LSAT Diagnostic Exam - LawSchooli
The Blueprint for LSAT Reading Comprehension teaches students how to address the Reading
Comprehension section of the LSAT. Readers will learn how to categorize passages based on structure,
rather than subject matter, dissect the passages to anticipate questions, and tackle the questions in the most
efficient manner possible.
The Blueprint for LSAT Reading Comprehension: Blueprint
When you start out attacking LSAT logic games, basic linear games (sometimes also called ordering or
sequencing games) is where you should start. Here, in a completely free, comprehensive lesson, weâ€™ll
cover some of the most effective basic techniques. The goal is to give yourself a powerful way to visualize
these games so that youRead More
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